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Résumé

La réforme europénne Solvabilité 2 est entrée en vigueur le 1er janvier 2016 et
soumet toutes les compagnies d’assurance européennes à des normes communes de
prudence concernant les risques auxquels elles sont exposées. Les compagnies d’assurance ont même la possibilité de déterminer eux-mêmes les risques qu’elles prennent
en compte, en justifiant pour cela qu’elles ont considérées tous les risques de leur
portefeuille, y compris ceux qui ne sont pas répertoriés dans la formule standard
construite par le régulateur européen.
Les assureurs sont notamment exposés à des risques liés aux actifs : obligations,
actions, taux d’actualisation,... Afin de quantifier ces risques qui dépendent d’aléas
importants, et qui impactent la valeur d’une compagnie d’assurance, des méthodes
de Monte-Carlo utilisant des scénarios économiques sont retenus. Ils constituent la
première étape de l’évaluation des risques dans une compagnie d’assurance et du
calcul du SCR requis : en effet, les scénarios économiques permettent aussi bien la
projection de la valeur des actifs d’une assurance dans le temps que la valorisation des
portefeuilles de passifs d’assurance vie afin de capter le coût des options et garanties
contractuelles, plus spécifiquement les contrats d’épargne garantis (fonds euros).
Nous nous intéresserons dans ce mémoire à l’impact d’un changement de modèle
de diffusion des taux nominaux, qui permettra de modéliser des taux négatifs, au sein
d’une compagnie d’assurance en modèle interne. Car le contexte économique contraint
les assureurs à prendre en compte les taux extrèmement faibles et négatifs que la zone
euro connait aujourd’hui, car certains contrats d’assurance contiennent notamment
un taux minimum garanti positif qui pénalise énormément les assureurs lorsque les
taux deviennent négatifs. L’étude comprendra aussi bien une partie théorique de
mathématiques financières, qu’une partie d’analyse des impacts du changement de
modèle de taux sur un portefeuille de passifs d’assurance, sur un SCR et sur des fonds
propres, ainsi que quelques solutions afin de considérer le risque de taux de manière
proportionnée.

Mots clefs: Modèle de taux d’intérêt, Générateurs de scénarios économiques, ALM,
Modèle interne, SCR
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Abstract

Solvency 2 came into effect the 1st January 2016 and represented a major shift
in the regulation of Euopean insurance companies regarding the risks that firms are
exposed to. Insurance companies can use their own internal model which is representative of their risk profil and have to justify their choice, in case risks that are not
considered in the standard formula.
In particular, the insurance industry is exposed to asset risks : interest rate bonds,
equities, ... In order to quantify these volatile risks which have impact on firms’ value, Monte Carlo’s methods with the economic scenarios has been chosen. Economic
scenarios are the first step of risk assessment and the calculation of the SCR 1 for
insurance companies : this method enables us to make future flows projection of asset
values and valuation of liabilities portfolio, and more specifically in guaranteed return
contract (euro funds).
In this essay, we study the impacts in diffusion model for the nominal interest
rates, which allow us to model negative interest rates, in case of internal model in
insurance company. This change is necessary in the current context, because the european nominal market interest rates curve is negative for the short maturities and the
insurance companies have liabilities contract which have positive guaranteed rates.
This study include both theoretical part of financial mathematics, a part of analizing
the impact of change in interest rate model on liabilities portfolio, on SCR and on
equity ; and also some solutions to consider proportionately interest rate risk.

Keywords: Interest rates model, Economic scenario generator, ALM, Internal model, SCR

1. Solvency Capital Requirement
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Introduction
The insurance sector is in an important transition phase and in particular for the valuation
and risks teams of the insurers. Indeed, Solvency came into effect the 1st January 2016 and
the negative rates appeared since september 2015. Solvency is an European Directive, which
has changed the calculation of the required capital based on the various risks of the insurance
companies. Insurers have to consider their risk more carefully and they have more freedom in
their assets’ management if they have enough own funds to cover their risks and stay solvent in 1
year with a probability greater than 99,5%. This change of the reporting and the methodologies
imply lots of adjustments in the valuation teams.
Many insurers have validated or are building their own internal model, which allows them
to calculate their SCR with their own risk exposure and their own calibrations. This method of
calculation requires loads of resources : entire risk calibration of the stressed scenario, production
of ESG for each assets’ stress scenario and fitting of the loss functions after the calculation of
the stresses at different levels. We talk about loss functions fitting in this paper, there are other
methodologies such as the replicating portfolios which will not be treated in this paper.
The other change in the European insurance sector is the negative rates, this change is very
impactful for the insurers, in particular for the life insurers because they have contracts which
have positive minimum guaranteed return. For these contracts, the insurers have to generate
regular positive return with their assets but the decrease of the interest rates assets return and
the cost in capital of the actions are challenging the insurance sector. The specific case of our
study in this paper is the consideration of the negative rates in the economic scenario generator,
that implies to uses an interest rates diffusion model which takes into account the negative rates
in its distribution.
Moreover, the appearance of low and negative rates introduced the normal volatility in the
European interest rates market. This change of the swaption pricing model implies many changes,
most of them in the risk calibration and the methodology of the stresses. We will detail the correspondences between the Black model and the Bachelier model.
This paper will specifically focus on the economic scenario generator and in particular on
the interest rates model in this generator. The figure 1 shows the place of the economic scenario
generator in the valuation process. The economic scenarios are very important for the insurers
in general because they are used to valuate their liabilities. But they are all the more important
in an internal model because of the number of the economic scenarios needed for the valuation
of the company.

9

Figure 1 – Economic scenarios generator’s place in the economic capital calculation
Due to the importance of the economic scenarios, the calibration of the most material model
in the economic scenario generator is a crucial task and need to be calibrated to correspond at
the liabilities portfolios. The assets are valuated by closed formula in general, then the economic
scenario are used to valuate the liabilities of the insurance companies. The challenge and the
work described in this paper is the calibration of the Libor Market Model Plus from a standard
calibration to a more specific calibration adapted at the liabilities portfolios and consistent with
the previous year risk calibration with the Libor Market Model.
We will detail the different steps and quantify our work with the final section and the ALM
results. This will show us the sensitivity of the SCR calculation to the choice of hypothesis in
the interest rates model in the economic scenario generator.
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General principles
1

Context

1.1

Solvency 2

Solvency 2 is an European legislative program, implemented in all 28 European union member states at the 1st January 2016. This European Directive aims to unify the insurance system
in the European union economic zone. This Directive is born from the desire of the Europe to
develop the consideration of the risks by the insurers. Solvency 2 has extended the previous
Directive and detailed the impactful risks for the insurance companies. The insurers have also
more freedom in their risk management as long as they have sufficient own funds to cover the
risks associated to the risk strategy. Regarding the Directive Solvency 2, an insurance company
is covering its risks when there is a probability smaller than 0, 5% that the company will be
ruined in 1-year horizon.
Solvency 2 is based on three pillars and they are detailed below :
1. First pillar : quantitative measures, technical provisions and capital requirements
2. Second pillar : qualitative measures, governance, risk management, supervisory interaction
3. Third pillar : supervisory reporting and public disclosure
First pillar : The first pillar of the Directive Solvency 2 considers the quantitative requirements of the insurances, including the calculation of the solvency capital requirement and the
calculation of the technical provisions.
This pillar introduces two capital requirements : the MCR 2 and the SCR. The SCR is the
amount of own funds that an insurance company has to hold in order to be solvent in more than
199 cases in 200. If the solvency capital requirement is not covered by the own funds of the company, the ACPR can take measures about the management of the risks in the company, moreover
the minimum capital requirement, which is smaller than the solvency capital requirement, must
be covered all the time by the own funds in order to keep its ACPR’s approval for its business.
The insurance companies can choose whether to calculate the solvency capital requirement
using a standard formula set down by the EIOPA 3 or whether to develop its own internal model
to reflect the specific risks the organization faces. There are other intermediate solutions between
the standard formula and the internal model, like the standard formula with different parameters. But these types of valuation will not be detailed in this paper.
2. Minimum Capital Requirement
3. European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority
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Second pillar : The second pillar covers the qualitative aspects of Solvency 2. Indeed,
under Solvency 2, all companies must demonstrate that they have implemented an efficient risk
management system. They second pillar covers all of the required risk management principles
and practices relating to the risk and capital estimates covered by the first pillar.
Each insurer have its own specific business and specific exposure to different levels and kinds
of risks, that’s why every companies has to produce an ORSA 4 and a robust risk management
to control that all risks are correctly considered.
Third pillar : The third pillar is covering the reporting aspects of Solvency 2, and formalize
the information asked by the European authorities. There is, in particular, the QRT 5 which are
reporting established by the EIOPA.

Standard formula
The standard formula gives the insurance companies a standard way to calculate their SCR,
this standard formula is by definition common for all insurers and does not correspond at the
specific risks exposure of the different insurers. To define the standard formula, the EIOPA has
considered the most material risks in the European insurance sector and split the SCR calculation of a company in a multiple SCR calculation for all of these risks. The final SCR is the
aggregation, with a given correlation matrix, of the SCR for specific risks. In fact, there are two
steps for the aggregation :
There is the intra-modular aggregation which aggregates the risks of the same modules
(Market, Health, Life and Non-life). Each module has its own correlation matrix and there is the
extra-modular aggregation which aggregates the modules.
Consequently there is not direct correlation between the risks (for example between "Equity"
and "Mortality"), the correlation is made by these two steps.
The figure 2 shows the base splitting of the global SCR by the standard formula proposed
by the EIOPA.

Internal Model
In opposition of the standard formula, which is common for all insurers, the internal model is
a specific model developed by each insurer. It allows the insurers to have their own interpretations
of their risk exposure, however it must respect the definition of the SCR by Solvency 2 : "The SCR
is the level of own funds that an insurer must have in order to meet their obligations to policy
holders and beneficiaries over the following year with a 99.5% probability" ; mathematically the
SCR or the economic capital is defined by :
C = OF (0) − D(1).V aR99.5% (OF (1))

(1)

where OF (t) are the own funds at the time t, D(t) is the deflator associates to the time t
and V aR99,5% is the Value-at-Risk at the level 99, 5%.
4. Own Risk and Solvency Assessment
5. Quantitative Reporting Templates
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Figure 2 – Risks considered in the common European standard formula in Solvency 2
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There are no closed or analytic formulas to get this VaR ; Then, to overcome this lack of
theoretical solution, the Monte Carlo appears to be the best solution. Indeed, the theoretical
internal model has 1-year real world expectations for some financial indexes (interest rates, credit rates, equities index, ...) and forecast these financial indexes stochastically from this new
economic context for several years using the economic scenarios generator. In the internal model
considered in this paper, we will forecast the stochastic economic scenarios from the valuation
time and not 1 year later, there is no deterministic projection during 1 year. Then the economic
context considered is at the time t = 0 and the stress is applied at the date, not at the time t = 1.

1.2

Interest rates context

The interest rates market is one of the main source of risks in the French life business, indeed
the insurers especially the life insurers need to have regular assets income in order to pay the
policy holders. Then they are very interested by the interest rates products like bonds, swaps,
floorlets, caplets, ... Recently, the European interest rates market has been confronted to the
negative interest rates, that affects directly the entire market and even more the insurers, which
have a lot of positive guaranteed return contract. Indeed the risk profile of life insurers are not
symmetric for the interest rates level risk, the negative rates decrease significantly the profit of
the insurance sector.
The insurance business is then challenged by the current economic situation in the Euro-zone
and the insurers have to adjust their asset allocation strategy and innovate while selling new
business life contracts in order to not lose too much on the positive minimum guaranteed return
contracts. From a SCR calculation point of view, the insurers have to consider the negative rates,
in particular in the down stress of the initial nominal interest rates curve because this economic
context may remain similar during a while.
Moreover, the economic growth of the Eurozone is pretty low compared to the rest of the
developed countries, and the quantitative easing set up by the European central bank has not
achieved its goal. The quantitative easing consists of redeeming the government bonds and corporate bonds : that introduces more cash money in the Eurozone companies and states. But the
money doesn’t increase the economic growth because the consumers are not impacted enough
by this money.
The quantitative easing can even have a negative effect on the interest rates, the European
central bank enters in the bonds market and increases the demand on the bonds market then
the prices of the bonds increase. The return of the bonds are then less attractive and all interest
rates markets are impacted by this effect.

1.3

Economic scenarios in life insurance valuation

The economic scenario generator is directly impacted by this economic context because it is
a simulator of economic scenarios, the economic scenarios are the projection of asset’s indexes
values like the interest rates, the equity or the credit for example. Each economic scenario has a
certain number of independent simulations in order to apply the Monte Carlo method.
The ESG 6 uses models to forecast the different indexes, theses models are chosen by the
6. Economic Scenarios Generator
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companies in function of their goals and their needs to allow the best valuation of the economic
capital. The choices and the justification of the models can be very different between each insurer
because their portfolios are different. Some insurers could need a stochastic volatility to valuate
the options on the market for example.
The economic scenarios generated by the ESG are depending on the initial economic situation and the models used in the economic scenarios generator. After the simulation process and
the creation of the economic scenarios, the N random simulations of the economic scenarios are
used in the ALM 7 to determine the future cash-flows and the value of the company’s liabilities.
The projection is made for the N simulations, then we get the present value of N independent
economic balance sheets. A simple economic balance sheet is shown in the figure 3 :

Figure 3 – Example of a simplified economic balance sheet
The economic scenarios generator is only used for the valuation of the liabilities, the assets
are obtained by closed formula. The own funds are then calculated by the difference between the
assets and the liabilities. It corresponds then to the asset value of the shareholder funds plus the
discounted future profit cash-flows (called also VIF). In fact, the liabilities is an option of the
assets, we will see in the ALM section the reason of that. The main reason is that the future
cash-flows of an life insurance depend on the assets’ values.
The method to valuate stochastically the liabilities is based on the Monte Carlo technique,
the N balance sheets are computed with this method which is based on the strong law of large
numbers, to obtain the Best Estimate and the SCR :
Strong law of large numbers :
If X1 ,..., XN are N random independent variables identically distributed, integrables with the
mean E[X], then :


N
P
Xi




P  lim i=1
(2)
= E[X1 ] = 1
N →∞ N

This method depends on two parameters :
7. Asset Liabilities Model
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• the number of simulations
• the sample of the random numbers
We will study the impact of the number of simulations in order to confirm the confidence that
we can grant to them in the valuation process. Indeed, the accuracy of the own funds and the
SCR calculation are based on the quality of the ESG among other things, we have to know that
the quality of the economic scenarios are enough good to valuate properly the own funds and
the SCR of the company.
The next section will put all this parts together and explain a little more the specificity of the
appearance of the negative rates in the European economic context for the insurers, in particular
for the insurers with an internal model. Indeed, the internal model impacted in a singular way
for many reasons, but most of the difficulties of the negative rates impacts the entire insurance
sector.
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2

Negative interest rates in an internal model

The ESG is directly impacted by the economic conditions as we have seen in the previous
chapter, in particular in the companies with an internal model. Indeed these companies calibrate
themselves their stresses themselves, implement these stresses in the ESG and create one ESG
for every assets’ stress and level. One change in the ESG or in the stresses calibration impact
many economic scenarios and can change totally the risk profile of the company as we will see
in this paper. But this section will focus on the description of an internal model and the relation
with the negative rates.

2.1

Example of an internal model

We will look at an example of an internal model to have a better view of the importance of the
negative rates in an internal model. Here the Aviva France internal model, the risk calibrations
is the base of everything because the first thing to know in an internal model is the perimeter of
the risks and its distributions, in order to create the appropriate inputs for the ALM model and
find the needed assets and liabilities data :

Figure 4 – Example of an internal model - Aviva France Life
The first step of our internal model is the risk calibrations, it’s an important part of the
model the levels and definition of the stresses come from the risk calibration. Indeed the risk
calibration if by definition the calibration of the risks considered in the internal model. A risk
factor is a component which is change the results of the companies if it changes itself. The risk
calibration aims to calibrate a distribution for each risk factor of the internal model. They are
also in charge of the definition of the stresses : the shapes, the levels, the methodologies, ... And
this work is used for the all part of the SCR calculation process and in the construction of the
loss functions : the loss functions are the loss of the company in function of the stresses’ levels,
there is a loss function for each type of stress. The risk calibration defines also the correlation
matrix between the stresses in order to aggregate the marginal stresses to calculate the final SCR.
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The other central task of the calculation process is the ALM : it takes in input many information of the assets and the liabilities obviously, and the main part that we will study in this
paper is the ESG, which uses the risk calibration and the economic data to value the liabilities
in the ALM.
The part studied in this paper is the ESG, the internal model needs it to valuate the liabilities
of the insurance and deduce the own funds. In order to build the loss functions of the model
the economic scenarios are stressed at different levels, by this way each level of stress gives us a
point of the loss function (which is the loss of own funds in function of the stress’ level) for this
specific stress. With theses points, the loss function is then constructed.

2.2

Specific issues

There are two main specific problems that we will talk about in this paper : the risk calibration
and the economic scenarios. They are both really impacted by the change of the interest rates
curve sign. Notice that the changes in the risk calibration impact directly the ESG also among
other things, as we see in the figure 4.
Risk calibration
The risk calibration in the internal model is a crucial work because it will define the all
stresses in the model required for the SCR calculation. A risk factor is a component which makes
vary the result of the company. The risk calibration work consists on calibrating the distribution
of these risk factors, we define a level α of the stress as the quantile at the level α of the calibrated
distribution.
The negative rates bring some specific problems in the risk calibration, indeed the first change
in the risk calibration is the consideration of the negative rates in the stresses of the interest rates
curve. The diffusion of the LMM 8 is a positive interest rates diffusion, then all the interest rates
initial curves were floored at the value 0 with the previous model. The change of the diffusion
model in the ESG implies changes in the interest rates stresses calibration.
More specifically, the inability to model the negative interest rates disables the capacity to
stress correctly the interest rates level down stress. Because the initial interest rates curve is
already negative for this specific stress when we implemented the negative rates. The fact is the
stresses applied on the central interest rates curve were multiplicative and now the stresses are
additive.
We understand easily that a multiplicative stress on negative and positive interest rates curves
are not desirable. Indeed this method is not correct with the negative and positive rates at the
same time because multiplying by the same value a negative rate and a positive rates give us
opposite additive stresses. And the risk calibration of the stresses can’t be as much as dependent
of the interest rates curve sign because the risk calibration are made before the publication and
the calculation of the interest rates curves. Then the best way to stress the interest rates curve
with negative and positive rates is to calibrate an additive stress. This change in the calibration
modify completely the methodology and the results of the calibration.
8. Libor Market Model
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The last change but not the least is an indirect consequence of the negative rates : it is the
modification of the swaption volatilities stresses because the negative rates have constrained the
market to switch into the Bachelier model for the swaption pricing instead of the Black model.
We will give further details in the next sections but it is very impactful for the risk calibration too.

Economic scenario generator
The first impact of the negative rates on the ESG is the introduction of new interest rates
models like LMM+ 9 , which model the negative rates. It is the first step to consider the economic reality of the European financial market. If we consider more specifically on the LMM+, the
change of the model is quite tough and introduce a lot of small changes. From the introduction
of the displacement parameter to the stochastic volatility, this paper details a part of the work
needed to understand how a new model is working and a way to calibrate it.
The LMM+ introduces some changes in the process and in the accuracy of the economic
scenarios. Indeed, the LMM+ has more parameters than LMM due to the stochastic volatility,
the calibration process is then longer and less stable because there are more chances to find local
minimum and the calibration of the LMM+ needs a at-the-money volatility matrix (like LMM)
and out-of-money/in-the-money volatility matrix.
These changes impact the results of the economic scenarios and then the results of the valuation of the company in the ALM. They have to be analyzed and understood in order to be
sure that we have implemented the right model with the calibration that we wanted. This work
requires studies, tests, simulations to control the consequences of these changes. My paper describe a part of this work for the specific case of the interest rates model change from LMM to
LMM+.
Another impact in the ESG is what we said in the risk calibration part : the ESG is directly
impacted by the change of the calibration, because they are the inputs of the different stresses
economic scenarios used to calculate the SCR of the company. Because the risk calibration might
change when the interest rates curve sign is changing, then the initial conditions and inputs of
the ESG are impacted. But it is not the most difficult part of the ESG as we can see the risk
calibration and the economic context as an input for the economic scenarios.

9. Libor Market Model Plus
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Interest rates methodology
3

Interest rates diffusion model - Economic scenarios

3.1

Interest rates models

In order to understand the changes in the nominal interest rates diffusion model in the economic scenarios generator, we need to look both models : the old one (Libor Market Model) and
the new one (Libor Market Model Plus). We will use the change of numeraire in order to change
the probability and simplify some complex stochastic functions :
Change of numeraire technique : We define the filtration F(t) associated to the measurable space (A, P) and V (t) as an asset’s value at the time t, the numeraire N (t) as the numeraire
associate at the probability PN and M (t) as the numeraire associate at the probability PM . We
V (t)
V (t)
N
suppose that N
(t) is a martingale under the probability P with the filtration F(t) and M (t) is a
martingale under the probability PM with the filtration F(t) . We assume that PM PN , then we
can write :




PN V (T )
PM V (T )
V (t) = N (t).E
|F(t) = M (t).E
|F(t) , PN − a.s., t ∈ [0, T ]
N (T )
M (T )
We have then :
PN

E
We call

N (T ).M (t)
M (T ).N (t)






V (T )
PM V (T ) N (T ).M (t)
|F(t) = E
|F(t)
N (T )
N (T ) M (T ).N (t)

the transition ratio between the numeraire N and the numeraire M .

Libor Market Model
The LMM is a nominal interest model market model, indeed this model is diffusing the
distribution of the nominal forward rates, which are priced on the interest rates markets.
The LMM assumes log-normal dynamics for each 1-year forward rate. The general dynamic of
forward rates Fk (t) seen at the time t for the period (Tk , Tk+1 ) under this assumption is as
follows :
dFk (t) = Fk (t)(µk (t).dt + σk (t).dWk (t)), k ∈ N
(3)
where Wk (t) are Brownian motions under the chosen probability measure with correlation :
∀ k, l ∈ N, dWk (t).dWl (t) = ρkl (t).dt

(4)

and σk (t) are deterministic functions of time. The LMM is a model in which simply compounded
forward rates follow correlated geometric Brownian motions with a drift.
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The drift rates of different forward rates, µk (t), depend on the chosen probability measure.
For the purpose of market consistent valuation, the choice of measure is not important. As long as
one discounts cash flows using the appropriate discount factor that is associated with the chosen
probability measure one will get the same option prices. However, the drift of different forward
rates cannot be chosen independently. These drift rates are related to the assumption that the
model is arbitrage free, and mathematically derived when moving to another probability measure.
The economic scenarios generator performs the simulation under the risk-neutral measure
namely the measure corresponding to the cash roll up numeraire. Under this measure, the price
of any tradable asset divided by the cash roll up is a martingale ; under this risk-neutral measure,
forward rates have the following dynamics :
dFk (t) = σk (t).Fk (t).

k
X
δρjk σj (t)Fj (t)
dt + σk (t)Fk (t).dZkd (t)
1 + δFj (t)

(5)

j=m(t)

Zkd (t)

where
is a Brownian motion under the risk-neutral measure, m(t) is the index of the
first forward rate that has not expired by t, σk (t) is the proportional volatility of the k-th forward
rate and ρjk (t) is the instantaneous correlation between the j and k-th rates, both at time t.
Together they form the covariance matrix.
The market consistent calibration of the model consists on imposing a structure on the covariance matrix while attempting to reproduce a number of market swaption prices. This structure
is necessary because in the form discussed above, market swaption prices do not allow us to explicitly deduce both volatilities and correlations. To overcome this issue, the following adjustments
are implemented in the economic scenarios generator :
Rank reduction : In the original differential equation each modelled forward rate followed
its own Brownian motion. In the rank reduced version of the model, the shocks in the Brownian
motions can be decomposed in terms of Nf common factors :
Nf

X if
dFk (t)
= drif t + σk (t)
βk (t).dW if (t)
Fk (t)

(6)

if =1

where the factor shocks are independent, dW if (t).dW if (t) = 0, (if 6= if ) and

Nf
P
if =1

i

βkf (t)2 = 1

i
βkf (t)

can be thought of as a normalized exposure of the k-th forward rate to factor if at
time t.The resulting instantaneous correlation between k-th and l-th forward rate is ρk l(t) =
Pif
if
if
if =1 βk (t)βl (t).The underlying thought is that the correlation structure can be well represented by a small number of common shock factors rather than modeling one shock per forward
rate. A suitable compromise between accuracy and simplicity is aimed for by choosing Nf appropriately.
The model used in the economic scenarios generator has two factors (Nf = 2). This number
is a good balance between the simplicity and the accuracy to model interest rate movements.
Additionally, in a principle component analysis we found that the two factors explain roughly
95% of all variation in interest rates curves.
Correlation specification : Factor exposures are assumed to be piece-wise constant over
each maturity/expiry time interval and are assumed to depend only on time-to-maturity :
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i

βkf (t) = hif (Tk−1 − Ti ), ∀t ∈ [Ti , Ti+1 ]
Volatility specification : Forward rates volatilities are assumed to be piece-wise constant
over each maturity/expiry time interval : σk (t) = σk (Ti ), ∀t ∈ [Ti , Ti+1 ] . Additionally, it is
assumed that σk (t) can be factorized into a purely time-dependent component f and a purely
time-to-maturity dependent component g :
σk (t) = f (Ti ).g(Tk−1 − Ti ), ∀t ∈ [Ti , Ti+1 ]

(7)

f (s) = f∞ + (1 − f∞ ).e−αs

(8)

g(Tk−s ) = (a + b.Tk−s )e−c.Tk−s + d

(9)

where :

This factorization means that the forward rates volatilities have a consistent shape given
g(.)and this shape is scaled over time by f (.).
The time-to-maturity component, g, has Rebonato’s standard humped linear exponential
form, and is flexible enough to describe a wide range of volatility term structures as observed in
market option price data and historic yield curve changes.
f (.) acts as a scaling factor across the entire term structure of volatility. f∞ is the unconditional scaling factor which may be greater or less than one. The parameter α controls the rate
at which the term structure of volatility varies over time. Ultimately, the following parameters
of the model need to be calibrated to fit the market data : shape parameters a, b, c, d, and scale
parameters f∞ and α.
Libor Market Model Plus
The LMM+ is an extension of the LMM, having additional parameters incorporating displaced diffusion and stochastic variance. These introductions allow shifting of the interest rates
distribution and projection of the swaption implied volatility cube through time. Similar to the
LMM, the LMM+ describes the stochastic behavior of discrete, simply compounded 1-year forward rates. These are forward rates applying over discrete time intervals.
Denote the LIBOR forward rate with expiry Tk and maturity Tk + δ by Fk (t) where t denotes
the current time. For the model the assumption is made that the year fraction between expiries
and maturities, denoted , is the same for all forward rates. The annual LMM+ that is implemented
in the economic scenarios generator models the annual forward rates, and therefore δ = 1. The
relationship between 1-year forward rates and the corresponding zero coupon bond prices is :
  

1
P (t, Tk )
Fk (t) =
.
−1
(10)
δ
P (t, Tk + δ)
The general dynamic of the LMM+ forward rates is as follows :
dFk (t) = (Fk (t) + D).(µk (t).dt + σk (t).dWk (t))

(11)

where D is the displacement parameter, and dWk (t) is the vector of Brownian motions. The
vector of volatilities σk (t) is assumed to be proportional to the square root of a stochastic variance
process, namely :
p
σk (t) = V (t)γk (t)
(12)
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where γk (t) is a vector, which depends on time to maturity only : γk (t) = γk−m(t)
m(t) being the smallest integer such that t 6 Tm (t). This is the component of volatility which is
calibrated to the unconditional volatility of the forward rates. V (t) is a mean reverting process
of stochastic variance that scales the γk (t) ’s and adds conditionality to the simulated scenarios.
The forward-rate volatilities are assumed to be piece-wise constant over each time step. Also,
it is assumed that both volatility functions are constant over each expiry-maturity interval, and
that they are time-homogeneous namely the volatility of a forward rate depends only on its time
to expiry and has no explicit dependence on time.
Similarly to the LMM, the volatility function σk (t) is divided in two components :
• the time-to-maturity component γk (t)
• the time dependant component V (t), the stochastic variance process
Time-to-maturity component : The time-to-maturity component is the product of a
Rebonato functional form and the consideration of two risk factors. With the previous notation,
γk−m(t) is the component dependent of the time-to-maturity, this function only depends of the
difference between the time of the 1-year forward rates’ valuation and the maturity of them. This
function consider two sources of randomness in the dynamics of the forward rates volatilities when
the time is constant :
1
2
γk−m(t) .dZt = gk−m(t) (βk−m(t)
.dZt1 + βk−m(t)
.dZt2 )

(13)

where (βk1 )2 + (βk2 )2 = 1, βk1 represents the short term risk factor and βk2 the long term risk
factor. And gk has a Rebonato functional form :
gk = (a + b.Tk ).e−c.Tk + d

(14)

where a, b, c and d are the Rebonato’s parameters and are restrained to positive values. The
figure 2. shows an example of a Rebonato function : the initial value of the function is a + d,
the functional is converge to the parameter d, the exponential decay is controlled by c and the
initial slope of the curve is directed by the coefficient : b − ac. Indeed, the derivative function of
the Rebonato functional form is :
0

gk = (b − ac − bc.Tk ).e−c.Tk
0

At the time t = T0 = 0, the initial slope of the curve is then : g0 = b − ac
An example of a Rebonato functional form can be seen in the figure 5
Time dependent component :The time dependent component follow a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross
process in the risk-neutral world, which is a stochastic process with a mean reversion level :
dV (t) = κ(θ − V (t))dt + 

p
V (t)dWt

(15)

where κ is the mean reversion rate, θ is the mean reversion level and  is the constant volatility of the stochastic volatility.
The diffusion of the LMM+ can be summarized by the figure 6.
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Figure 5 – Example of a Rebonato function with a, b, d = 0.1 and c = 0.05

Figure 6 – LMM+ diffusion model

3.2

Pricing swaptions

Currently, there are two popular models to price swaptions on the market : The Black model
and the Bachelier model. Before the low interest environment, the Black model was the only
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model used in the market. But, as it is detailed in this section, the Black model is not defined everytime and it leads to high explosive swaptions volatilities for low interest rates. For
this reason, the market have shifted its attention to the Bachelier model, which is always defined and never explodes even if the interest rates are negative. The insurers have to change their
swaption pricing model in order to have a consistent model for the current economic environment.
The basis of the swaption pricing is reminded here since it will be convenient to explain
differences and correspondences between these two models.Let be a swaption of maturity Tα ,
tenor Tβ , strike K and time schedule Ti for i ∈ [α + 1, β]. We set τi as Ti − Ti−1 . At time Tα the
payoff is :
β
X
+
τi .P (Tα , Ti )
(STα ,Tβ (Tα ) − K) .
i=α+1

With STα ,Tβ (Tα ) the swaption rate defined by the formula :
P (t, Tα ) − P (t, Tβ )
STα ,Tβ (t) = Pβ
i=α+1 τi P (t, Ti )

(16)

The price of this payoff at t=0 is the discounted expected value. With D(0, Tα ) the discounted
factor we have :
β
X
+
C = E[ D(0, Tα )(STα ,Tβ (Tα ) − K)
τi P (Tα , Ti ) ]
i=α+1

Changing the probability from the usual numeraire

1
D(0,t)

β
P

to the numeraire

τi P (t, Ti ) allows

i=α+1

us to compute the swaption price as :
P

β
X

+

C = E [ (STα ,Tβ (Tα ) − K) ]

τi P (0, Ti )

i=α+1

Using the numeraire

β
P

τi P (t, Ti ) is explained by the fact that :

i=α+1

STα ,Tβ (Tα )

β
X

τi P (Tα , Ti ) = P (Tα , Tα ) − P (Tα , Tβ )

(17)

i=α+1

is a tradable asset. The following described models differ by the way St is modeled. In Black
model St is log-normal distributed and in Bachelier it is normal distributed.
Black Model
Under the Black model, the forward swap rate follows a log-normal distribution, its dynamic
can be written as :
dSt
= σBS dWt ,
St
β
P
where Wt is a (F(t), P) - Brownian motion, with P associated with the numeraire
τi P (t, Ti ).
i=α+1

The price of the swaption can then be computed with :


 
STα ,Tβ (0)
+
β
K
X

 ln

√
C BS =
τi P (0, Ti ) 
S
(0).Φ
 Tα ,Tβ

σBS T
i=α+1
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2 .T
σBS
2






 ln
 − KΦ 





STα ,Tβ (0)
K



√

−

σBS T

2 .T
σBS
2






where σBS is the volatility related to the Black swaption price and Φ is the standard normal law
distribution function.
If we consider the price at the money which means STα ,Tβ (0) = K :
√ !
√ !!
β
X
σ
T
σ
T
BS
BS
τi P (0, Ti ). Φ
C BS = STα ,Tβ (0)
−Φ −
2
2
i=α+1

which is then simplified to the following formula :
!
√ !
σBS T
−1
2

C BS = (P (0, Tα ) − P (0, Tβ )) 2Φ

(18)

Bachelier Model
Under this model the forward swap rate follows a normal distribution. Its dynamic can be
written as :
dSt = σBS dWt
The price of the swaption can then be computed with
C

B

= (STα ,Tβ (0)−K)

β
X


τi P (0, Ti )Φ

i=α+1




β
X
√
STα ,Tβ (0) − K
STα ,Tβ (0) − K
√
√
+σB
τi P (0, Ti ) T φ
σB T
σB T
i=α+1

where σB is the volatility related to the Bachelier swaption price Φ is the standard normal law
distribution function and φ is the standard normal law density function.
If we consider the price at the money which means STα ,Tβ (0) = K :
C

B

= σB

β
X

r
τi P (0, Ti )

i=α+1

3.3

T
2π

(19)

Bridging Bachelier and Black volatilities

From the two swaption pricing models seen in the previous section, and with the hypothesis
that there is a unique swaption payer price in the market, we can deduce a relation between the
volatilities related to the two models (Black and Bachelier). Indeed, we can remind here the two
expressions of the swaption price at the money by the two different models :
!
√ !
σBS T
BS
C
= (P (0, Tα ) − P (0, Tβ )) 2Φ
−1
(Black formula)
2
C B = σB

β
X

r
τi P (0, Ti )

i=α+1

T
2π

(Bachelier formula)

If we suppose then that C B = C BS :
(P (0, Tα ) − P (0, Tβ )) 2Φ

!
r
√ !
β
X
σBS T
T
− 1 = σB
τi P (0, Ti )
2
2π
i=α+1

From that, we deduce :
r
σB = STα ,Tβ (0)

2π
T

2Φ
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!
√ !
σBS T
−1
2

(20)

And the inverse relation :

σBS

q
 

T
σB 2π
1
2
= Φ−1  
+ 1√
2 STα ,Tβ (0)
T

(21)

However this relation is only defined when the following condition is verified :
r
2π
σB
<
STα ,Tβ (0)
T

The following figure shows the recent historic of swaption prices with both models (Black in
orange and Bachelier in blue), only the swaption with the tenor 1 year and the maturity 1 year,
5 years and 10 years are represented. We can see on this figure that the Black and Bachelier
prices are quiet similar before the year 2015. After January 2015, the prices associate to the
Black pricing model are not defined for the 1 year maturity swaptions and the prices exploded in
the 5 years and 10 years maturity swaptions. The prices associate to the Bachelier pricing model
are more stable and less affected by the changes of the economic environment.

Figure 7 – Prices of the swaptions with tenor 1 year and maturity 1, 5 and 10 years
The lack of Black swaptions prices during the low rates period is mainly due to the dependence
of the interest rates in the Black formula. Indeed, the function Φ the normal law distribution
1
function is bounded between 0 and 2π
, then the volatilities contained in this function can’t keep
the prices constant if the interest rates are too unfavorable. In contrary, in the Bachelier formula
the influence of the volatility is not constraint between bounds, and the prices is kept quite
invariant with the change of the volatility in function of the change of the interest rates.
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The valuation of the swaptions in the market has then naturally changed and the swaptions
are mainly priced with the Bachelier pricing model in the market. This change is not without
consequences on the internal models of the insurers and some hypothesis of the stresses definition have to be challenged. We will observe these impacts in an internal model, and bring some
solutions of it.

3.4

LMM+ calibration

The LMM+ has 9 parameters, which can be optimized in the model. There are 4 parameters
(a, b, c and d) for the Rebonato’s function :
gk = (a + b.Tk ).e−c.Tk + d
And 4 parameters (κ, θ,  and the correlation ρ between the Brownian motion of the stochastic
volatility and the Brownian motion of the forward rates diffusion) for the stochastic volatility :
p
dV (t) = κ(θ − V (t))dt +  V (t)dWt
And the displacement parameter D which allows modeling negative interest rates by shifting the
LMM model with a stochastic volatility.
In this paper we have fixed some parameters, we will detail the reasons and the methods used
to fixed those parameters.
In our calibration, we remarked that the optimization of 9 parameters is too dependent of the
starting point and the results of the calibration were too volatile in function of the stresses applied at the interest rates. Consequently, a study of the materiality of the parameters in the
calibration process was performed. The goal of this study is to determine which parameter can
be fixed in order to reduce the randomness of the calibration optimization because of the local
local minimums, it reduces also the optimizer calculation time as well. We will just consider the 7
parameters a, b, c, κ, θ, , ρ because we will look at the parameter D in a next section dedicated
to this parameter, which is a key component in the LMM+ and the parameter d is already fixed
as 0 in the model.
The RMSE 10 mentioned in this paper is equal to :
v
u N
u P modeled
u
− σkinitial )2
t k=0(σk
RM SE =
N
where σ modeled are the swaption volatilities after the calibration optimization, σ initial are the
swaption volatilities before the calibration and N is the number of volatilities in the swaption
volatilities matrix.
The RMSE is a measure of the error between the original matrix and the modeled one, we can
then measure and quantify the impacts of the parameters.
The first study performed is the study of the impact on the RMSE with a change of the parameters without performing the calibration after the change. We just want to see the materiality
on the swaption prices of the parameters. The chart below summarizes this study :
10. Root Mean Square Error
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Figure 8 – Impacts on the RMSE in function of the parameters change

We can observe that there are material parameters like the displacement parameter D and
the parameter c of the rebonato functional form and some parameter which are not material in
the calibration and don’t change the modeled swaption prices very much. We will not considered
them in the second study more costly in time.
The second study consists on looking the impacts of changes of the different parameters on
the RMSE of the volatilities calibration. In practice, we will change the initialization of the following parameters successively and perform a new calibration to observe the difference between
the RSME with the standard calibration and with a change in the initialization.
The results of the study, made with a displacement parameter D at 45%, are shown below :

Figure 9 – RMSE of the calibration in function of the change on the parameter a
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Figure 10 – RMSE of the calibration in function of the change on the parameter b

Figure 11 – RMSE of the calibration in function of the change on the parameter c

Figure 12 – RMSE of the calibration in function of the change on the parameter θ
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These figures show us many things, first we can observe that it seems to have a local minimum
with the parameters found in the optimization.
Second, we see that the significant increase of the RMSE (more than 250% with a change of
one parameter to 20%), we consider then that these parameters are material and have to be
optimized in the calibration process.
Regarding these studies, we have decided to fix the following parameters : κ, ρ and , 3 among
the 4 parameters of the stochastic volatility, they were fixed at the value of the central scenario
calibration. They are not material on the calibration RMSE, then they will not be material on
the swaption prices and the ALM results. Here is the table summary of the materiality of the
parameters :
Parameters
a
b
c
θ
κ

ρ

Materiality
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
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4

Interest rates calibration

In our example of internal model and as all insurers with an internal model, we have defined
our own risks perimeter and stresses in the SCR calculation. We will only consider the interest
rates risks in this paper because the other stresses have no methodologic change with the appearance of the negative rates. Then we will consider four types of stress, the three well-known
components of the interest rates level variance and one stress of the interest rates volatilities,
namely a stress on the swaption volatilities :
— 3 types of interest rates stresses based on the principal component analysis of the interest
rates variance
— 1 swaption volatilities stress

4.1

Interest rates stresses

The 3 types of interest rates level stress are represented the first three components of the
principal component analysis, which are explaining 99% of the interest rates variance. In the
explanation below, X is a matrix of changes in the interest rates data (forward rates in function
of the time of the valorization and the maturity of the forward rates), Here is the method to
calibrate these 3 components of the interest rates curve risk factors, there are 6 steps :
1. Calculate the additive or multiplicative (it was multiplicative but the calibration used with
LMM+ is additive) annual changes
2. Centring data


3. Computing the covariance matrix : M = E X t .X
4. Applying the Eigen values - Eigen vectors decomposition of the return covariance matrix.
The Eigen values are ordered such as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λn and the correspondent Eigen
vectors P1 , P2 , ..., Pn are orthogonal and have a unit length. Hence, the original system
of correlated returns is transformed into an orthogonal returns : C = XP where P the
transformation orthogonal matrix P −1 = t P which columns are P1 , P2 , ..., Pn .
5. Picking out the principal components (PCs) with more than 99% of the total variation
(the sum of the Eigen values), and checking the approximation using only a few number of
components. Yield curve dynamics are driven by at most 3 components.
6. The last step consists on fitting the chosen principal components and finally measuring the
stresses using the formula above :
Stressi,j (percentile) = expqj (percentile) .P (i, j)
where the indices i represents the maturity and j is for the selected principal component
and qj (percentile) is a quantity associated with the percentile.
The 3 principal components of the interest rates are shown in the figure 13.
The level stress : The first factor of the principal component analysis is called the level
factor because the eigen vector associate to the first eigen value has its values positive. That
means the first factor increase or decrease the entire interest rates curve. This stress has changed
during the negative rates period, we worked with an additive stress of the interest rates curve
level but the stress was multiplicative when the interest rates were positive and during the transition between these two calibrations, a floor at 0 was applied with the multiplicative stress. We
will call this stress "FL" in the next sections of this essay.
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Figure 13 – Principal component analysis of the interest rates variance
The slope stress : The second factor of the principal component analysis is called the slope
factor : this factor increases the gap between the short maturities and the long maturities of
the interest rates curve. Indeed, the sign of the eigen vector values of the second eigen value are
different, a first part of the eigen vector is generally negative and the second part is positive.
There is then two opposite effects on the interest rates curve, the short maturities are impacted
negatively (if we take the standard factor), and the long maturities are impacted positively (if
we take the standard factor).We will call this stress "FS" in the next sections of this essay.
The twist level : The third factor of the principal component analysis is called the twist
factor : this factor has 2 sign’s changes in the values of the eigen vector in function of the maturities. That implies the short maturities and the long maturities have stresses which have the
same sign and the maturities between these have an opposite sign stress. We will call this stress
"FT" in the next sections of this essay.

4.2

Interest rates volatility stresses

The methodology to get the calibration of the interest rates volatility is similar to the interest rates calibration. The fact that the volatility surface contains more than 200 points that
are available in the market data. Each point is considered as a random variable and a dimension
reduction technique is then needed.
As the number of random variables is higher than the 30 terms used in the interest rates, we
consider a Functional Principal Component Analysis to get the risk factor. It consists on considering the whole surface as a random surface and then we look for eigen surfaces on which the
whole historical observations are projected. This is also called : Karhunen - Loève decomposition
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methodology (see reference number X - Rama Cont), which uses correlation integral operator
rather than correlation matrix.
But there was an important question on the interest rates volatility stress, because of the
recent shift from the log-normal swaption volatilities to normal swaption volatilities. Indeed, the
pricing model is not the same and the risk factor has been changed. The risk calibration is directly impacted by this change of pricing model in the swaption market. There was the question
of the stress calibration, there are two possibilities : keep the former log-normal stress calibration
and use the bridge between log-normal and normal volatility seen in the section 3.3, or calibrate
a normal stress directly on the Bachelier swaption volatilities.
We will describe the implications of the pricing model’s change in the interest rate volatility
calibration and the way to calculate a normal stressed volatilities matrix with the old log-normal
volatility stress, because there are many ways to calculate the normal stress. Indeed, we will detail two methods for bridging between the Bachelier and the Black volatility to deduce a normal
additive stress on the Bachelier volatility. In the following sections the notation FVol is used to
represented the stress of the interest rates volatility.

Calibration to normal volatility
The calibration on the normal volatility instead of the log-normal volatility changes the
definition of the volatility stress risk factor. Indeed the normal and the log-normal volatility
don’t change in the same way when the economic conditions are changing. For example, the
correlation between the forward rates and the interest rates volatility are changing in a different
way in function of the pricing model when the interest rates are low. We studied the historic
correlations between the 10-year forward rates and the interest rates volatility with the both
model (Black and Bachelier), we used two sample of data : the first sample is a sample market
data since 2005 and the second sample is market data since 2011. We observed the differences
between these two samples :
Market sample since 2005
Rank correlation
Pearson correlation

Black Volatility vs forward rate
-0.951408445
-0.80931312

Bachelier Volatility vs forward rate
-0.612666937
-0.647440524

Market sample since 2011
Rank correlation
Pearson correlation

Black Volatility vs forward rate
-0.852919023
-0.688229937

Bachelier Volatility vs forward rate
0.745116537
0.662908774

As a result, we can see that the sign of the correlations have changed between the normal
volatility and the forward rates during this 5 last years with the low rates context. And the
sign of the correlations between the log-normal volatility and the forward rates have not changed at all. This study shows us how the risk factor of the interest rates volatility has been changed.
This change of risk factor implies to change totally the risk calibration of this risk specifically.
In this case we have a link between the old calibration with log-normal volatility and the normal
risk calibration. We have the choice to keep the risk calibration as it was and use the bridge
between the two model pricing of the swaptions.
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Calibration based on the conversion from log-normal to normal
First method
This method has three steps to have a normal interest rates volatility stress from a log-normal
one :
1. The first step is the transformation of the central normal interest rates volatility matrix
into a Black interest rates volatility matrix by the bridging we saw in a previous section.
2. Then, we need to apply the log-normal stress and deduce the stressed Black interest rates
volatility matrix
3. Finally, the stress is the difference between the Bachelier central volatility matrix and the
stressed Bachelier volatility matrix calculated from the stressed Black volatility matrix
with the same bridge as previously
This method is the most intuitive one and is the fastest way to get an additive normal stress
from a log-normal one. But this method leads to strange normal stresses with the explosive
log-normal volatility. Indeed, the normal volatility up stress have negative stresses for some maturities and tenors and by definition the up stress should increase the swaptions volatilities.
Second method
This method has four steps to have a normal interest rates volatility stress from a log-normal
one :
1. The first step is the transformation of the central log-normal interest rates volatility matrix
into a normal interest rates volatilities matrix by the bridge we saw in the previous section.
2. Then, we need to apply the log-normal stress and deduce the stressed Black interest rates
volatility matrix
3. After that, we use again the bridge between the two types of volatility to deduce the
stressed normal volatilities matrix from the stressed log-normal volatility matrix
4. We have the normal additive by making the difference between the two normal volatility
matrix
This method has the advantage to have only stresses with the same signs, that is the stress up
of the swaption volatilities has a entire matrix with only positive value : there is no negative stress
value inside the matrix of the additive volatility stress. But asks to adjust the central volatility
matrix in order to be consistent with the factor that we don’t change the normal volatility in
the central scenario. In fact, the central scenario is calculated from market data : the market
interest rates curve and the market swaption volatilities matrix. From these two inputs we change
the market curve into the EIOPA curve to obtain our central scenario and we don’t change our
market swaption volatilities matrix if we have normal volatility. If we consider log normal market
swaption volatility matrix, we need to adjust this matrix and the market interest rates curve to
obtain our central scenario consistent with our central scenario with constant normal swaption
volatilities data. This method asks then to adjust the initial log-normal swaption volatilities
matrix before using the bridge between normal volatility and log-normal volatility.
Conclusion
The best way to calibrate the new risk factor of the interest rates volatility is still the calibration directly on the normal volatility. The bridging is useful when the calibration on the normal
is not available.
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Quantitative application
The quantitative results of this part are not the official results of the society Aviva Vie, they
were modified or hidden in order to conserve the confidentiality of the valuation results of Aviva
Vie.

5

Simulation

After studying the parameters of the LMM+ and the calibration of the different stresses in
the internal model, we need to choose the final calibration in order to simulate the economic
scenarios and calculate the SCR of the company. We will use the studies in the previous sections
and some additional sensitivities to determine a way to simulate our scenarios with the LMM+
and in consistency of the hypothesis of the internal model.

5.1

Displacement parameter

The displacement parameter is a key parameter in the LMM+, this parameter allows the
ESG 11 to model negative rates. Indeed the LMM+ is a shifted LMM with a stochastic volatility,
the stochastic volatility is not important in this section, then consider just that the LMM+ is
only the LMM with a floor at −D, where D is the displacement parameter instead of 0. The
displacement parameter implies a floor of the forward rates distribution. The displacement parameter is fixed by default by Moody’s at the value of 45% and allows the distribution of 1-year
forward rates to have the negative values between 0% and -45%. In practice, the first results of
the forward rates distribution shown that some extreme simulation reach a forward rates’ value
at -18% , which seems unrealistic in an economic environment.
The choice of the right displacement parameter is an important question in the LMM+ because it will affect a lot the distribution of the forward rates : a too small displacement parameter
will lead to explosive rates like LMM, and a high displacement parameter will lead to a high
proportion of negative rates in the distribution and very extreme negative rates is some simulations.
We studied then the quantiles of the distribution of the 1-year forward rates in function of
the displacement parameter, the distributions of the forward rates are capped at 50% because it
seems unrealistic to have forward rates greater than 50%. The charts below show you the results :

11. Economic Scenario Generator
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Figure 14 – Distributions of the 1-year forward rates with a displacement parameter at 35%

Figure 15 – Distributions of the 1-year forward rates with a displacement parameter at 20%
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Figure 16 – Distributions of the 1-year forward rates with a displacement parameter at 10%

Figure 17 – Distributions of the 1-year forward rates with a displacement parameter at 5%
We can see the LMM+ with a displacement parameter smaller than 20% have high explosive
rates and LMM+ with a displacement parameter greater than 35% have an important part of
the distribution under 0%. The choice of keeping economic rational negative forward rates have
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been made in this essay, but as explained previously this choice leads us to explosive rates. We
decided to change the displacement parameter from 45% to 5%.
To reduce the leakage of the explosive rates capped at 50% with the displacement at 5%, a
variance reduction technique has to be used. However the only the first years are material in the
ALM, the explosion of the rates with low displacement parameter are not impactful in the ALM.

5.2

Moment matching : Variance reduction technique

The choice of a low displacement parameter made in the previous section gives us explosive
rates like LMM, the difference between the LMM and the LMM+ with a low displacement parameter is the modeling of the negative rates and the stochastic volatility in the diffusion but the
distribution of the forward rates is still explosive.
In order to reduce the explosion of the interest rates and don’t consider unrealistic explosive interest rates in the model, a cap at 50% has been chosen : there is a bias in the market
consistency of the scenarios because the final distribution of the interest rates is constraint in an
interval too small. We observe clearly the threshold on the forward rates at 50% :

Figure 18 – 1 year forward rates distribution of LMM+ with a shift at 5%
The moment matching is a variance reduction technique which aims to get the perfect market
consistent economic scenarios and correct the bias from sampling errors. The leakage of the model
with this explosion of the interest rates is also reduced. In order to have the perfect market
consistency, each asset’s values are multiplied by a factor, for example the adjustment of the
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deflator dt is the following :
0

dt =

dt .ZC0 (t)
Dt

, where dt is one realization of a random vector Dt and ZC0 (t) is the forward rate with the
maturity 0 at the valuation time t.
0
Dt is then the new deflator in the economic scenarios generator. The empirical mean of the
0
new deflator Dt is then :
Dt
0
= ZC0 (t)
Dt = ZC0 (t).
Dt
This distortion of the simulations in the economic scenarios generator harms the independence of the simulations because the multiplying factor is the same for a same asset and a same
time step in the different simulations. Moreover, in some high volatility scenarios the prices of
some options are no longer improved by moment matching. Thus, for ’interest rate volatility’
or ’equity volatility’ stresses, moment matching could induce a worsening of the quality of the
scenarios.

5.3

Adjustment of the swaption volatilities

After the question of the displacement parameter’s choice, there was another problematic.
Which prices of swaptions will we keep in the stresses of the interest rates curve ? Do we keep
the swaption prices constant or not in these stresses ? Indeed if we come back on the Black and
Bachelier swaption pricing formulas :
!
r
√ !
2π
σBS T
σB = STα ,Tβ (0)
2Φ
−1
T
2
The Black volatilities remained constant in the interest rates level when the normal volatilities wasn’t used in the interest rates diffusion model, so we had two choices :
• keeping the Bachelier volatility constant, then we choose to change the price of the swaptions in regards of the previous interest rates curve stresses (the swap rates change when the
interest rates is stressed while the Black volatility stayed constant in the previous stresses),
the details of this is shown below
• adjusting the Bachelier volatility and we can reproduce the swaptions price previously
found in the interest rates curve stresses with log-normal volatility
Justification of the first point : Let’s consider the Black volatilities in the central (no
Central and in a interest rates curve stress σ Stressed . These two volatilities were
stress applied) σBS
BS
Central = σ Stressed . Then the prices of the
kept constant in our example of internal model then σBS
BS
swaptions are changing in the interest rates curve stress, because at the money :
!
√ !
σ
T
BS
−1
C BS = (P (0, Tα ) − P (0, Tβ )) 2Φ
2
BS
BS
There is no reason that the two prices CCentral
= CStressed
are equal because the interest
rates curves are different and the difference between the two zero-coupons for all maturities have
no reason to be equal for the entire curve. Some swaption volatilities of the swaption volatilities
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matrix should be changed but were kept constant in our example of internal model.
If the Bachelier volatility are kept constant in the LMM+ then the swaption prices differ
from the Black volatility previously used because of the relation between the two swaption
pricing models is dependent of the initial interest rates curve :
r
σB = STα ,Tβ (0)

2π
T

2Φ

!
√ !
σBS T
−1
2

If the Black volatility are constant in two scenarios with two different initial interest rates
curve then the swap rates will be different and the Bachelier volatility should change to conserve
the relation correct and the interest rates curve risk factors equivalent of the interest rates curve
risk factors with Black volatility. There are two choices : keep the risk factors and swaption prices
equivalent or change the swaption prices and the risk factors.
The choice has been made to conserve the same interest rates curve risk factors and change
the swaption volatilities when the initial interest rates curve is stressed. In order to make that
adjustment properly, the entire formulas of the relation between the Black and Bachelier volatility are used, but the formula of the Black swaption price has to be adjusted because of the
change in the distribution of the forward rates (between the LMM and the LMM+). In fact, the
adjustment is based on the Bachelier swaption pricing model and the "Shifted Black" swaption
pricing model. We call the "Shifted Black" formula the Black swaption pricing model with a
shift, the dynamics can be written as :
dSt
= σBS .dWt
St + D
where D is the shift of the model.
This diffusion changes the Black swaption pricing model, if we consider we are at-the-money :

C

SBS

= (STα ,Tβ (0) + D)

β
X

τi P (0, Ti ). Φ

i=α+1

√ !
√ !!
σSBS T
σSBS T
−Φ −
2
2

where C SBS is the "Shifted Black" swaption price.
Where we suppose the two swaption prices equal, we have the equation C SBS = C B , which
gives us new equations for the swaption volatilities :

σSBS

q
 

T
σ
B
1
2
2π
+ 1√
= Φ−1  
2 STα ,Tβ (0) + D
T

And,
r
σB = (STα ,Tβ (0) + D)

2π
T

2Φ

(22)
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2

The two steps of the volatility change in the interest rates level stresses are shown in the
figure 19 :
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Figure 19 – Steps of the volatility adjustment
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6

Asset and Liabilities Model part

The ALM consists on forecasting the liabilities and the assets in the future and establish
the future cash-flows of the insurance company. The assets are the underlying of the liabilities.
Indeed the liabilities have optionalities in function of the assets’ values in the future. That’s why
the insurers have to consider assets and liabilities in the same model to consider correctly the
evolution of their liabilities in the future.

6.1

Perimeter of the ALM model

The ALM perimeter considered in the ALM model used in this paper is a life insurance with
the following type of contracts :
• individual and collective savings
• annuities
• provident contracts
This portfolio of liabilities has some optionalities :
The first optionality is the minimum technical rate on the euros funds at the end of the
contract. Our insurance considered has a technical rate at 0% on these contracts, this is the most
costly optionality with the modelization of the negative rates in the ESG interest rates diffusion
model.
The second optionality is the minimum guarantee return in a 1-year horizon. Each year the
insurers choose the minimum return rate and the contracts are reevaluating at this rate at least,
the revaluation is higher if the assets’ return is higher.
The third optionality is the profit sharing, which is given at all insured people. The formula of
this rate is given below :


P Smin (t) =

85% f inancial result (t) + 90% technical result (t) if technical result > 0
85% f inancial result (t) + 100% technical result (t) if technical result < 0

The financial depends on the assets’ return, the value of the P Smin 12 is an option of the
assets’ values.
The fourth optionality of the portfolio is the dynamic lapse, indeed if the return rates of the
contract of the company, the policy holders will buy back their contracts and they will use their
money in another way or in another company more attractive. In order to model the lapse there
is two distinct behaviors : the structural lapse and the situational lapse.
The structural lapse are the regular lapse because even if the contracts are attractive, there will
be always some lapse every year. An estimation of the lapse based on the mean of the lapse
independent of the market conditions. Whereas the situational lapse are the lapse which are
depending of the conditions market and the attractivity of the insurance contracts, this modelization is based on the projection of the market rate, which is the French market rate and allows
the model to know if the company has an attractive return rate (that means greater than the
market rate). The level of the dynamic lapse are represented by the figure 20 :

12. Profit Sharing minimum
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Figure 20 – Level of the dynamic lapse in function of the credited rate
To measure the impact of modeling the negative rates in an insurance internal model, we will
consider two indicators : the value in force and the own funds. We will describe the calculation
of these two measures in the two next sections.

Calculation of the VIF
The VIF 13 is calculated with the two following equations :

V IF U Cnet (t) = E [P resent value of the f uture N et prof its(t)]
− provision f or the minimum guaranteed rate(t) ∗ (1 − IS rate)

(23)

V IF EU Rnet (t) = E[P resent value of the f uture net prof its(t)
+ f inancial production net f uture RC(t)
+ f inancial production net f uture P RE(t)

(24)

+ net residual RC(t)]
where IS is the tax on the societies ("Impôts sur les sociétés"), RC is the "Réserve de
capitalisation" and the PRE is the "Provision pour risques d’exigibilité".
The net profits is calculated with :
N et prof its(t) = Gross prof its(t) ∗ (1 − IS rate)
13. Value In Force
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With :
Gross prof its (t) = P remiums (t)
− Exits (t)
− Costs (t)
− Commissions (t)
+ Carrying value of the f inancial production (t)
− ∆M P (t)

(25)

− ∆RC (t)
− ∆P RE (t)
− ∆P P E (t)
− T ax (t)
− CSG & CRDS (t)
where :
• Premiums : are the premiums received during the period considered
• Exits : are the costs caused by the exits (deaths, end of the contract, lapse, ...) of the
policyholders during the period considered
• Costs : are the costs paid during the period considered
• Commissions : are the commissions paid during the period considered
• Carrying value of the financial production : are the financial production during the
period considered
• Variation of the MP : is the difference of the mathematical provision during the period
considered
• Variation of the RC : is the difference of the RC during the period considered
• Variation of the PRE : is the difference of the PRE during the period considered
• Variation of the PPE : is the difference of the PPE 14 during the period considered
• Tax : is the tax paid during the period considered
• CSG & CRDS : are the social contribution paid during the period considered
Calculation of the OF and SCR
The OF 15 are calculated with this formula :
Own F unds (t) = V IF U C (t) + V IF EU R (t) + Assets belonging to shareholders (t) (26)
This calculation will give us the marginal SCR, indeed the marginal SCR are obtained by
the difference between the OF of the central scenario and the stressed scenario at the level 1 in
200 :
SCRmarginal (t) = OFCentral (t) − OFStressed (t)

(27)

Indeed, the loss on the own funds at the level 1 in 200 corresponds to the loss of the quantile
99, 5%. After that the marginal SCR are aggregated with a correlation matrix but this step is
14. Provision pour Participation aux Excédents
15. Own Funds
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out of the scope of this paper. We will only care about the impacts on the marginal SCR of the
different interest rates risks : FL 16 , FS 17 , FT 18 and FVol 19 .

6.2

Sampling error : convergence

Stochastic valuation models are based on Monte Carlo’s method and its convergence. The
goal of this procedure is to estimate the value of an asset, set of assets or insurance portfolio by
using the mean value of a set of scenarios. This mean will converge to the expected valuation if
enough simulations are used. In order to validate the results previously studied in this essay, we
need to be sure that we worked with enough simulations. The previous sections used economic
scenarios with 3000 simulations.
This study should be made at the same time of the changes, but it is very costly in time
and we performed it after the changes to confirm that we had worked with a proper number of
simulations.
The study was performed on 7 points including the most significant stand alone and 2 critical
pairwise (namely two stresses in the same time) :
• Central
• FL Up 1in200 or FL 1in200 (FLU)
• FL Down 1in200 or FL 1in200b (FLD)
• FVol Up 1in200 or FVol 1in200 (FVol)
• FVol Down 1in200 or FVol 1in200b (FVolb)
• FL Up 1in200 x FVol Up 1in200 (FLUxFvol)
• FL Down 1in200 x FVol Down 1in200 (FLDxFvolb)
We studied the convergence of the VIF on 10000 simulations economic scenarios. The testing
process followed the following steps :
— Calculate the VIF of the 10000 simulations on our life insurance
— Check a sample of 100 values in force obtained by selecting N random simulations (for N
= 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000)
— We validate a number of simulations N if 80% of the sample are in the confidence interval :
[V IF − 2% ∗ V IF Central; V IF + 2% ∗ V IF central]
At the end we will choose the smallest number of simulations which validate the conservative
criteria at 2% of the VIF central between the reference VIF (estimation with 10.000 simulations)
and the estimated VIF with N simulations.
For example, in the central scenario we are looking for the minimum number of scenarios
that have 80% of computed values in force which are between 827 and 861 billions :
16.
17.
18.
19.

Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor

Level
Slope
Twist
Volatility
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Figure 21 – VIF for our life insurance company in the central scenario

In the other stress, we keep the confidence interval constant and apply it at the reference
VIF of the stress. For example, here is the confidence intervals of the stress FLD :

Figure 22 – VIF for our life insurance company in the interest rates curve down stress scenario

Primary results
The different convergence tests made are shown below in function of the number of simulations and in percentage of the VIF in the confidence interval. The cells highlighted in red are the
cells which represent the convergence tests failed.
As it is shown below, the convergence of the scenarios are very quick and we could validate
1000 simulations with the first study. But the choice was made to reduce at 2000 simulations to
be careful and to be coherent with the second study (cf. the next section).
Results for 500 simulations :

Figure 23 – Sampling error with 500 simulations with a shift at 5%

Results for 1000 simulations :
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Figure 24 – Sampling error with 1000 simulations with a shift at 5%

Results for 1500 simulations :

Figure 25 – Sampling error with 1500 simulations with a shift at 5%

Results for 2000 simulations :

Figure 26 – Sampling error with 2000 simulations with a shift at 5%

Results for 3000 simulations :
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Figure 27 – Sampling error with 3000 simulations with a shift at 5%
Results for 5000 simulations :

Figure 28 – Sampling error with 5000 simulations with a shift at 5%
The criterion of 80% is satisfied for all these stresses with 2000 simulations, and to confirm
the convergence of the least convergent stresses (FLD, FLDxFVolb and FVol) we made another
study. This study shows more specifically the behavior of the convergence in function of the
number of the simulations.

Secondary results
The secondary test is calculating the absolute difference between the reference VIF (10000
simulations) and the estimation of the VIF with different numbers of simulations in percentage of
the reference VIF. We validate the convergence of these three stresses if the value of the distance
is less than 1% of the reference VIF.
In this section, we add a convergence figure to observe the convergence in function of the
number of simulations. We calculate the mean of the VIF with the n, ∀ n ∈ J200, 10000K, first
simulations and we obtain the convergence of the estimation of the VIF.
The results by stresses are presented below, and we can see there is a significant improving
between 1500 and 2000 simulations :
Convergence for the central scenario
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Figure 29 – Sampling error in function of the simulation order for the central scenario

Figure 30 – Convergence in function of the simulation order for the central scenario

Convergence for the interest rates curve down stress scenario

Figure 31 – Sampling error in function of the simulation order for the interest rates curve down
stress scenario
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Figure 32 – Convergence in function of the simulation order for the interest rates curve down
stress scenario
Convergence for the interest rates curve down stress and interest rates volatilities
down stress scenario

Figure 33 – Sampling error in function of the simulation order for the interest rates curve down
stress and interest rates volatilities down stress scenario

Figure 34 – Convergence in function of the simulation order for the interest rates curve down
stress and interest rates volatilites down stress scenario
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Convergence for the interest rates volatilities up stress scenario

Figure 35 – Sampling error in function of the simulation order for the interest rates volatilities
up stress scenario

Figure 36 – Convergence in function of the simulation order for the interest rates volatilities
up stress scenario

Conclusion
With 2000 simulations, the absolute difference between the estimation with 10000 simulations
and 2000 are less than 1% of the reference VIF, despite the gap between the two numbers of
simulations. We consider then that 2000 simulations are enough to estimate the VIF with a good
precision and convergence.
Even if the convergence is good with 2000 scenarios, we can see the stresses FLD, FLDxFVolb
and FVol are the least convergent for a small number of simulation (less than 1000), probably
because they are the 3 scenarios which have the highest chance to reach the floor implied by
the shift (two low interest rates scenarios : FLD and FLDxFVolb and a high volatile scenario
without interest rates level change : FVol).
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6.3

Results and analysis

In this final section, we will develop the analysis of change. Each important step described
in this paper had its impact and we will study the impact of each change on our life insurance.
We will more specifically look the change on the VIF and the own funds of the company and on
its SCR. We will specifically study the change in the interest rates stresses (FL, FS and FVol) at
the level 1 in 200 for the marginal SCR, but the total SCR are taking in count every risk of the
perimeter of our internal model. We will make the analysis of change in three steps described in
this paper in the previous sections :
1. Change from LMM to LMM+
2. Change from LMM+ with a shift at 45% to LMM+ with a shift at 5%
3. Add of the volatility adjustment in the interest rates curve stresses
The initial marginal SCR of the interest rates stresses considered in this analysis of change
are shown in the figure 37. It is the marginal SCR under the LMM in the ESG and without the
changes we had described in this paper :

Figure 37 – Marginal SCR of the stresses FLU, FLD, FSU, FSD and FVolU
We can notice that the most important interest rates risk is the up level stress of the interest
rates curve at the level 1in200 (FL 1in200). The stresses FS 1in200 and FS 1in200b (the slope
stresses of the interest rates curve) are not material, we kept them to be sure that this will not
change with the different step.
Step 1 : Change from LMM to LMM+
This step is just considering the change of the interest rates diffusion model in the ESG and
the consequences of it. Indeed, the modelization of negative rates in the ESG has impacted the
ALM and the change of model is also including the change of the swaption volatilities pricing
model (from Black to Bachelier). The LMM+ considered in this step is the LMM+ with a
displacement parameter at 45% and then the moment matching was not applied because there
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isn’t explosive rates in this model. The results of this change on the marginal SCR are presented
below :

Figure 38 – Marginal SCR of the stresses FLU, FLD, FSU, FSD and FVolU after the step 1
In this figure we can see that the risk profile has completely changed with the LMM+. The
interest rate curve down stress (FL 1in200b) SCR has highly increased. This fact is explained
by the appearance of the negative rates in the GSE and in the ALM. This risk was floored with
the LMM because it can’t model negative rates and the initial curve is negative in the down
stress of the interest rates curve at the level 1 in 200. With a negative initial rates curve and
with the modelization of the negative rates in the ESG, the positive guaranteed return on the
life insurance contracts are reached in more often and this costs at the company. Indeed the
ALM calculate the results for each simulation first and then compile them by the Monte Carlo
method. For each simulation with a smaller deflator (namely the assets’ return in risk-neutral
probability) than the minimum guaranteed rate then the insurance has a loss of the difference
between the assets’ return and the minimum guaranteed rate.

Figure 39 – Changes in the VIF of the company after the step 1
This trend is confirmed by the change in the VIF, in the stress FL 1in200b, the VIF is highly
impacted and decreases. It is just the impact of the increasing provision for the minimum guaranteed rate and the diminution of the future net profit because the losses with the euro funds
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and the minimum guaranteed return funds in general impact directly the profit of the company.
The increasing of the VIF in the other scenarios is caused by disappearance of the explosive
rates. The LMM had explosive rates and we applied the moment matching to decrease the
leakage of the ALM, but this technique increases the proportion of low rates (but positive). If
the minimum guaranteed return is positive (excluding 0), the minimum guaranteed rate is still
reached more often than with a LMM+ distribution without moment matching.

Step 2 : Change from LMM+ with a shift at 45% to LMM+ with a shift at 5%
This step is just considering the change of the displacement parameter from 45% to 5%,
consequently we used also the moment matching in the scenarios with the shift at 5% to reduce
the leakage in the ALM. The decrease of the shift reduce the level of the negative rates, in fact
the LMM+ is a shifted LMM then the model can’t model negative under its shift, which is 5%
after the step 2. Then the lowest forward rates possible is −5% in comparison of the forward
rates at −18% in few scenarios with a shift at 45%. The loss is tremendous for the scenarios with
a very negative forward rates and that impacts a lot the outputs of the ALM because the gain in
very positive rates scenarios impact mostly the policy holders and not the insurance. The gain
for the insurers are low compared to the loss with the negative rates.

Figure 40 – Marginal SCR of the stresses FLU, FLD, FSU, FSD and FVolU after the step 2

In the figure 40 we can see that the risk profile stays quite similar from the step 1. The
greatest change is in the interest rates volatility up stress scenario (FVol 1in200) : the marginal
SCR of this specific scenario has been divided by two. The results is due to the constraints added
by the change of the displacement parameter, the distribution of the LMM+ with a displacement parameter at 5% and with a cap at 50% constraints the forward rates between bounds and
then bias the volatility of the distribution. The volatility of the distribution tends to be smaller than expected and the decrease of the volatility is reducing the SCR of the scenario impacted.
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Figure 41 – Changes in the VIF of the company after the step 2
The changes at this step is smaller than the changes in the step 1. The most important
things to notice are the increase of the VIF in the two scenarios FL 1in200b and FVol 1in200,
the down stress of the interest rates curve at the level 1in200 and the up stress of the interest
rates volatility at the level 1in200. In the case of the scenario FL 1in200b, the increase is due
to the diminution of the proportion and the level of the negative rates modeled because of the
implicit floor implied by the displacement parameter : the future profit are then greater and the
provision for the minimum guaranteed return contracts smaller.
The increase of the VIF in the scenario FVol 1in200 is also because of the floor on the forward
rates implied by the displacement parameter.

Step 3 : Add of the volatility adjustment in the interest rates curve stresses
This step is only concerning the interest rates curve stresses, FVol is not impacted at all by
this step. The change in this step is the adjustment of the volatilities in the interest rates curve
stresses, that is the decrease of the swaption volatilities matrix if the interest rates curves level
is lower than the central curve, which is the EIOPA curve and the increase of the swaption volatilities matrix if the interest rates curves level is greater than the central curve. This adjustment
is detailed and explained in the section 5.3. The moment matching is kept as well as the cap at
50%.

Figure 42 – Marginal SCR of the stresses FLU, FLD, FSU, FSD and FVolU after the step 3
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The figure 42 shows the final marginal SCR, from the last step we can see that the marginal
SCR of the scenario FL 1in200b has decreased again, it remains the greatest marginal SCR of
the interest rates stresses and this seems quite normal with the economic state of the interest
rates market and the risk of the negative rates in a long-term run. The increase of the swaption
volatilities have not impacted so much the up level stress of the interest rates curve. Our conclusion about these changes is that the increase of the interest rates volatility is not material and
doesn’t impact the risk profile of our company, in contrary the decrease of swaption volatilities
is very impactful and reduce a lot the marginal SCR of the scenario FL 1in200b.

Figure 43 – Changes in the VIF of the company after the step 3
First, we can see that the marginal SCR of the scenario FVol 1in200 is not impacted by the
adjustment in the interest rate curve stresses, it was expected and we have the confirmation of
it. After that, we observe a very high impact on the scenario FL 1in200b and the other interest
rates scenarios are not impacted very much. This is the same evolution as the marginal SCR.
These changes in the VIF is still due to the diminution of the volatility and reduce the number
of simulations that reach the minimum guaranteed return rate and then increase the profit of
the company because it is reducing the loss.

Conclusion
To conclude the study, we will focus more on the cover ratio of our fictive company. The
definition of the cover ratio considered is the following :

Cover ratio =

Ownf unds
SCR

We can observe the evolution of the cover ratio in function of the different step in the figure 44,
there is a decrease of the cover ration after the step 1, it is what we see previously in this section,
the LMM+ model negative rates and increase a lot the marginal SCR of the scenarios FL 1in200b,
which will increase the SCR and then decrease the cover ration. But the step 2 and the step
3 increase the cover ratio, it is the consequences of the decrease of the marginal SCR in the
scenario FL 1in200b.
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Figure 44 – Evolution of the cover ratio step by step
The final conclusion of this section is that a model in the ESG can have many consequences,
depending of the choices that the valuation team is making. In particular, the risk profile of an
insurance company is very sensitive to a change in the interest rates diffusion model because the
insurers have liabilities which are depending of the interest rates market in particular the life
insurers. This is important then to choose wisely the hypothesis and the methodology in order
to quantify the risks properly, especially the interest rates risks.
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Conclusion
With the new European legislative and economic context in the insurance sector, there are
many changes in the Solvency Capital calculation for the insurers. This paper describes the different steps for the introduction of the LMM+ model in the economic scenarios generator and
the methodologies we used to consider the negative rates and the valuation of the company.
The first step of the work was to choose the calibration parameters which give us a good and
stable final calibration for all stresses. We studied the sensitivities of the different parameters
and select the calibration parameters and the fixed ones. This allows us to have a more stable
calibration and then a faster optimization.
After that, we had to choose the methodology for the interest rates stresses, and in particular
to work on the change of the interest rates volatility pricing model change and the consideration
of the negative rates in the interest rates curve stresses because these stresses were multiplicative
and gave us unrealistic additive stresses under negative rates environment.
The methodology of the economic scenarios simulation is the final step of the changes in
the economic scenario generator : this step aimed to simulate interest rates consistent with our
expectation of the interest rates forecast, which means we capped and floored (implicitly) the
interest rates and we change the swaption volatilities because the initial stresses kept the lognormal volatility invariant.
The last step before the results was to control the convergence of our economic scenarios in
order to be sure that they will give us results which have converged. We used scenarios with 3000
simulations to obtain the results, according to the study that we have made it is enough to trust
the accuracy of the global methodology.
Finally, we have compared the valuation of the VIF, the marginal SCR and the cover ratio
for 4 different steps. The initial step with LMM and then without negative rates and 3 steps
of LMM+ changes. At each step we had a specific change and we recalculated the indicators
(VIF, marginal SCR and cover ratio) in order to quantify the impacts of the changes on the
insurance valuation. We had the expected results : the introduction of the negative rates in the
ESG decreases the VIF and the cover ratio, when the other changes (decrease of negative rates
proportion in the negative rates/floor on the forward rates distribution and change on the swaption volatilities when the interest rates curves is stressed) have increased the VIF and the cover
ratio.
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Note de synthèse
Après l’entrée en vigueur de Solvabilité 2 en janvier 2016, les assureurs ont été soumis à
de nouvelles réglementations. Ils ont eu notamment à connaitre de manière plus précise leurs
risques, en contrepartie ils ont plus de libertés sur la façon d’investir leurs actifs sous réserve
d’avoir les fonds propres nécessaires pour faire face à leurs risques.
La question de l’allocation d’actifs se pose d’autant plus dans le contexte économique que
l’Europe connaît actuellement avec les taux bas et la perte de la rentabilité des obligations notamment dans lesquelles les assurances vie françaises aiment bien investir. Les contrats à taux
minimum ont comme leur nom l’indique un taux de rendement minimal l’assureur étant obligé
de servir ce taux. Afin de pouvoir être rentable il faut qu’il trouve des investissements au moins
aussi rentables sur le marché.
Cependant, afin de réduire son exposition au risque de taux, il est parfois plus simple d’adapter son portefeuille de passifs : diminuer par exemple la vente des fonds en euros qui ont un taux
mimimum garanti minimal de 0% ou plus. Ces problématiques sont modélisées dans l’ALM et
n’interviennent pas dans les scénarios économiques.
Ce sont ces scénarios économiques qui vont nous intéresser plus spécifiquement dans cet
article, et plus particulièrement le modèle de taux d’intérêt dans le générateur de scénarios économiques. Dans ce contexte de taux négatifs, il est commun de voir les assureurs utiliser un
modèle de taux qui modélise les taux négatifs. Il convient cependant d’en détailler les caractéristiques et la méthodologie d’utilisation de LMM+ dans le cadre spécifique de cette étude.
Dans le cadre de l’étude qu’y a été menée, le processus de changement de modèle de taux
dans le générateur de scénarios économiques d’un assureur, qui souhaitait passer d’un modèle
qui ne modélisait pas les taux négatifs à un modèle qui les modélisait, a été detaillé depuis l’introduction du modèle jusqu’à son utilisation finale. Cela nous a permis de mener les études du
commencement jusqu’à l’aboutissement du projet.
Le premier travail à effectuer a été de choisir une calibration qui permettait de bons résultats
de manière stable pour les différents stress afin de pouvoir réaliser les études suivantes avec un
modèle qui était calibré correctement. Cette étude de la bonne calibration a reposé essentiellement sur une étude de sensibilités du modèle par rapport aux différents paramètres.
Il a fallu ensuite étudier la calibration des différents stress des taux d’intérêts et notamment
celui qui concerne la volatilité des swaptions. Le modèle de pricing des swaptions ayant changé
avec l’apparition des taux bas, il a fallu adapter la calibration du stress de volatilité avec le
modèle de Black pour obtenir un stress de volatilité avec le modèle de Bachelier.
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L’étape suivante consistait à déterminer la méthodologie de simulation des taux d’intérêt
pour être cohérent avec ce que l’on attend de la projection de ces taux dans le futur (pas de taux
positifs ou négatifs trop extrèmes, changement de la volatilité normale lors d’un stress du niveau
des taux, ...).
Après avoir choisi les paramètres de calibration et la méthodologie de simulation, il a été
vérifié que l’on avait suffisament de simulations dans les scénarios économiques utilisés pour
l’étude et que les résultats que l’on allait trouvé par la méthode de Monte Carlo étaient fiables
et convergeaient vers une valeur stable.
Ce n’est qu’après avoir réalisé toutes ces étapes que l’on a pu calculé les impacts des différents
choix que l’on a fait durant ce mémoire. On a ainsi séparé comparé différents indicateurs pour 3
étapes en rajoutant à chaque étape un nouvel élément dans le modèle. On a ainsi pu voir l’impact
de chaque décision sur le profit, les SCR marginaux ainsi que sur le ratio de couverture de la
compagnie d’assurance.
Les résultats sont cohérents avec ce que l’on attendait, la prise en compte des taux négatifs
sans contraintes sur le modèle entraine une diminution des profits de l’assureur et une diminution
de son ratio de couverture. Tandis que les décisions pour limiter les taux négatifs et modifier la
volatilité des swaptions avaient un impact plutôt positif sur les profits de la compagnie d’assurance et augmenter son ratio de couverture.
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Synthesis
After Solvency 2 took effect in January 2016, the insurers have to face new rules to calculate
their SCR. They have to know more specifically their risks and due to that they have more
freedom in their assets’ management if they have enough own funds to cover their risk exposure.
The asset allocation is then a crucial question in the current European economic context,
which has low rates and low returns on the bonds, which are the most attractive asset for the life
insurance (because of the regular assets income cash-flows). The with-profit contracts enhance
minimum guaranteed returns, that the insurer needs to pay at least to their policy holders. To set
a positive profit, the insurance companies have to find assets which are giving a higher return rate.
However, the liabilities are concerned by the low interest rates context, indeed in order to
reduce the interest rates risk exposure the insurers can reduce the sells of the minimum guaranteed contracts. These issues don’t impact the economic scenario generator, they are modeled in
the assets liabilities model.
In this paper, we will study more specifically the economic scenario generator and especially
the interest rates diffusion model. In the economic context, it is normal to see the insurers with
an interest rates diffusion model which is modeling the negative rates in their economic scenario
generator. However, we need to detail the features of LMM+ and the methodology used in this
specific study.
In this paper, we have detailed the process of the interest rates diffusion model change from
the start to the end, the study is concerning specifically the change from the Libor Market Model
(which is not modeling the negative rates) to the Libor Market Model Plus (which is modeling
the negative rates).
The first task has to choose a correct way to calibrate the model, we want a stable calibration
for every stress used in the internal model in order to follow the study with a well calibrated
interest model. This part is based on model sensitivities in function of the different parameters.
After that, we have worked on the adaptation of the risk calibration with the two following
changes : change of the sign of the interest rates curve and change of the swaption pricing model.
We had to change the multiplicative stress of the interest rates curves because the corresponding
additive stress to the multiplicative one was not correct. And we studied a way to change the
log-normal additive stress on the volatility into a normal additive stress.
The next step was to choose the best way to simulate our interest rates with our expectations
of the interest rates future (use of cap and floor to constraints the distribution in a certain range,
and modification of the interest rates volatility when the interest rates are stressed, ...).
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The final test before looking to the impacts on the valuation was to check if the number of
simulations of the scenarios were enough to converge and use an accurate Monte Carlo method.
Finally, we have an interest rates model which is calibrated, with the appropriate risk calibration, we can study the impacts of the different steps. The indicators of the analysis of change
are the VIF, the marginal SCR and the cover ratio. We have separated the analysis of change in
3 different steps after the initial step with LMM.
The obtained results were consistent with our expectations, the appearance of the negative
rates in the ESG have decreased the VIF and the cover ratio. In contrary, the diminution of the
negative rates proportion and the change of the interest rates volatilities in the interest rates
curve stresses are increasing the VIF and the cover ratio.
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Appendix
Appendix 1 : Monte Carlo limits for log-normal diffusion in high
volatility context
Aviva France Life used log-normal models for yield curve risk-neutral scenarios. Black-Scholes
model is used for LMM model for the interest rates. The current appendix presents the limits
of the log-normal model. The model’s behavior is produced in a simplified context. The analysis
captures the sampling error of a basic log-normal diffusion using France Life volatilities at the
end of December 2014. The martingale property in the ESG fails at a certain level of volatilities,
which is also the case in the presented tests performed on a log-normal distribution. The error
in the martingale property is shown to grow exponentially which requires unrealisable number
of scenarios.
Section 1 shows the martingale error observed in the ESG is comparable to a sampling error
reproduced and measured in a simplified context.
Section 2 shows that the sampling error is not easily compressible in such a way that the
necessary number of simulations to converge grows exponentially. Moreover, giving the current
volatility context, this number reaches unrealisable levels in term of computational capacity.
In theory, since martingale error include sampling error, the first could not be lower (in absolute value) than the latter. In addition, the current martingale error is shown to be comparable to
the sampling error. Therefore, it seems natural that improving the ESG martingale error requires
necessarily improving sampling error which is not easy work because of log-normal model and
Monte Carlo limitations.
For those reasons, we can confirm that the current scenarios martingale property levels are at
their best, at least before any scenario adjustment. In order to reduce significantly the sampling
error, AVIVA France Life applies a moment matching technique.

Martingale error versus sampling error
Approach
Consider a term structure, for each time the martingale error is defined as the ratio between
Monte Carlo value (empirical average over ESG scenarios) and the theoretical value. The sampling error is the part of the martingale error caused by Monte Carlo sampling in contrast with
the other error sources (Poor fitting, differences between the economic scenario generator and the
ALM model, approximations, implementation mistakes such as missing cash flows, other sources).
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The aim of this part is to demonstrate that the martingale error observed in the ESG is
mainly due to sampling error. This is done by measuring the sampling error level and comparing
it to the martingale error level.
In order to measure this sampling error, the main idea is to reproduce the model’s behavior
in a simplified context. Since equity and interest rate models use log-normal dynamics in France
Life ESG, the test consists on simulating basic log-normal diffusion with the same volatility
parameter and the same sampling environment (number of simulations, time step discretization
and variance reduction techniques).
Sampling error simulation
Given a volatility term structure, a sample of 3000 log-normal paths is simulated using the
antithetic variance
√ reduction technique. At the projection time Ti , the process probability law is
equal to exp(σTi Ti G) where G is a standard Gaussian and its mean is given by exp( 12 σT2i Ti ).
Comparing the ratio between empirical mean and correct mean to 1 at the projection time
leads to capture the sampling error.
This approach guaranties a sampling error measurement depending on the term and the volatility parameters.
Sampling error statistical analysis
The process described below is performed a 100 times (100 seeds) and a set of independent
sampling error paths (one error for each projection time) is obtained. This sample allows a statistical analysis to estimate 5% and 95% percentiles for each projection time which allows setting
a confidence window. If the martingale error falls in the confidence window, then the martingale
error is comparable to the sampling error. Therefore we can conclude that the martingale error
is mainly due to sampling error.

Results
The test has been performed on both equity and rate diffusions using a set of different volatility parameters :
— Central scenario : The actual volatility levels are used for equity and volatility
— 1 in 200 scenario : Equity volatility and interest rates volatility are chocked corresponding
to a 1 in 200 percentile
— Ultimate scenario : Equity volatility is chocked corresponding to ultimate point (1 in
10000 percentile)
The graphics below show the results. We may make the following comments :
— For the whole scenarios, the martingale errors (ESG Mean) fall in the confidence intervals
— The more extreme are the chocks, the larger are the confidence intervals. This is due to
higher volatility levels in extreme chocks
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— The "ESG mean" is more volatile than the "Mean". This is due to a higher number of
simulations when computing the "Mean" as an average of 100 * 3000 scenarios, while the
ESG Mean is computed using only 3000 scenarios.

Note that the volatility data used in this study corresponds to the adjusted volatility surface.
Central scenario
The "5%" and "95%" curves stand for the sampling error confidence window, the "Mean"
curve stands for empirical average sampling error over 100 * 3000 scenarios and the "ESG Mean"
stands for the martingale error observe in the ESG.

Chocked scenarios
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Sampling error in a high volatility context
This part aims at illustrating the behavior of the sampling error depending on volatility values in log-normal diffusions. The main results are the following :
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— Sampling error variance and confidence interval length grow exponentially with σ 2 T . This
behavior is likely to lead to extreme sampling errors in high volatility long term contexts.
— The number of simulations necessary to obtain an "acceptable" sampling error grows exponentially with 12 σ 2 T . Increasing this number could be helpful for certain levels of σ and T .
However, computational limitations do not allow to reach a number high enough to cover
the entire volatility/term levels used in the ESG.

Theoretical background
The objective of this part is to describe the sampling error variance and confidence interval
depending on volatility for a log-normal diffusion.
√
2
Denote ST a log-normal variable such as : ST = exp(σ T G − σ2 T ) with G a standard Gaussian variable.
Basic calculations lead to literal expressions for its mean and variance :
E[ST ] = 1
V ar(ST ) = exp(σ 2 T ) − 1
1 P i
(ST −
Giving a set of Nsim independent log-normal scenarios (STi )1≤i≤Nsim , we denote  = Nsim
1) the sampling error. For simplification purpose, the antithetic variance reduction technique is
not used in this theoretical background. Note that this technique helps reduce the variance by
a multiplicative factor ; however this factor does not depend on σ and T . The sampling error
variance is given by :

1
V ar() =
exp(σ 2 T ) − 1
Nsim

Using the central limit theorem, it results to the literal expression of the α confidence interval
length :
r
2qα

1
Nsim

(exp(σ 2 T ) − 1) ≈ √

2qα
1
exp( σ 2 T )
2
Nsim

Where qα is the Gaussian percentile corresponding to the confidence level α.
Note that sampling error variance and confidence interval length grow exponentially with
σ 2 T . Therefore extreme sampling errors are likely to happen in a high volatility and long term
context.

Simple numerical application
For different volatility levels and different terms, we propose to calculate the number of
scenarios Nsim offering 90% probability to get an "acceptable" sampling error (between 95% and
105%, i.e. a confidence interval length equal to 10%).
Nsim (σ, T ) = b

4.qα2
(exp(σ 2 T ) − 1)c + 1
(10%)2

Where bxc means the integer part of x.
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The number of scenarios necessary to get an "acceptable" sampling error (and therefore an
"acceptable" martingale error) grows exponentially on.
The table below shows the necessary number of simulations leading to 90% probability to
get an "acceptable" sampling error (and therefore an "acceptable" martingale error) depending
on volatility and term. This number is compared to 3000 which is the current ESG number of
scenarios. The table below shows the results. We categorize the couples (volatility, term) into :
— Green couples : The current ESG number of simulations is likely to lead to an "acceptable"
sampling error.
— Non-green couples : The current ESG number of simulations is not likely to lead to an
"acceptable" sampling error for these couples.
At first glance, one could propose to increase the current number of scenarios. However, the
table shows that even when doubling this number (making it to 6000 scenarios), the benefice is
made only on few couples (orange cells).
The table also shows some "huge" number of scenarios meaning that in high volatility long
term context, obtaining an "acceptable" precision using the Monte Carlo method on log-normal
diffusions is unrealisable with the current computational capacity.

Empirical analysis
A set of 100 sampling errors are simulated using almost the same context as in the first part
of this appendix. For this test, the term is constant at 30 years ; the number of simulations is
still 3000 using antithetic variance reduction technique. The only parameter that is changing is
the volatility.
An average and percentiles are computed over the simulated sample. The results are presented in the following graphic :
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— "5%" and "95%" curves stand for percentiles
— "Mean" curve stands for an average over 100 sampling error simulations (i.e. 100 * 3000
log-normal simulations).

We may make the following comments on the result :
— For the current framework (30 years term, 3000 simulations and antithetic technic), the
confidence window suggests "non-acceptable" sampling error values (out of [95%, 105%])
from 25% volatility.
— The "Mean" curve could be seen as a sampling error of an ESG using 300000 scenarios.
Seen in this light :
— Even with this amount of scenarios, the martingale property could not be observed
from a volatility level, 50% here.
— When reading the chart above, the 50% volatility level corresponds to 95% sampling
error which is consistent with the table presented in 15.2.1. If 300000 is compared to
the numbers in column "30 years", it is likely (probability > 10%) to obtain "nonacceptable" sampling errors (out of [95%, 105%]) for volatility levels higher or equal
to 45%.
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Appendix 2 : Moment matching validation
Definition of a validity zone for moment matching
Moment matching is a strong tool and should be used with caution. To monitor its use, Aviva
France defines a "level of failure" of martingale tests from which moment matching distorts too
much the economic scenarios and should not be used.
Indeed, it can be shown that in situations with high volatilities, the prices of some options
are too far from their theoretical price and even with moment matching the ESG can not be
used reliably.
For the definition of the test, an asset is diffused according to Black-Scholes formula for
Equity. Depending on the level of volatility, the martingale test is theoretically always passed
but the amplitude of the trajectories increase. It can be shown (see Annex) that the variance of
the T-year maturity average is (with null drift) :
V ar(ST ) =


1
exp(σ 2 T ) − 1
N

The standard deviation is represented for different levels of volatility and T = 10.

Our objective here is to define a level of standard deviation of martingale test such that the
moment matching does not allow to recover the prices of some options above this level. Our
criterion is based on two vanilla options : a call and a put, with three different strikes K = 1,
K = 0.8, and K = 1.2. Noting :
— C th (K) the theoretical price of the call for strike K
— C M C,(i) (K) the Monte-Carlo price of the call for strike K for a set i of 3000 simulations
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— C M C−M M,(i) (K) the moment matched Monte-Carlo price of the call for strike K for the
same set i
—

RM SE(C M C , K)

q P
2
= N1 i=1,..,n C M C,(i) (K) − C th (K)

q P
2
— RM SE(C M C−M M , K) = N1 i=1,..,n C M C−M M,(i) (K) − C th (K)

and similarly P th (K), P M C,(i) (K), P M C−M M,(i) (K), RM SE(P M C , K), RM SE(P M C−M M , K)
for the put, our criterion is :

RM SE(C M C−M M , K) + RM SE(P M C−M M , K)
< 2%
C th (K) + P th (K)

for all 3 strikes. It does not use information on the precision before moment matching, since
our concern is the accuracy of the final ESG. Even if there is a significant increase with moment
matching, we choose to reject an ESG which leads to an inaccurate pricing of options.
We chose n=10 for computational reasons. The results are :

Sigma
20%

Amplitude
1.28%

50%

6.11%

60%

10.89%

70%

21.08%

90%

104.78%

K
1
0.8
1.2
1
0.8
1.2
1
0.8
1.2
1
0.8
1.2
1
0.8
1.2

Criteria
1.22%
1.08%
1.34%
1.80%
1.69%
1.81%
1.92%
1.82%
1.81%
2.05%
1.94%
2.10%
2.19%
2.07%
2.26%

σ = 60% is the last volatility acceptable. For instance, here are the prices of a call and a put
for this volatility (K = 1) :
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The price of the call is clearly enhanced by moment matching, although the price of the put
is slightly worsened. Indeed, we have :
RM SE(C M C ,K)
C th (K)

= 12.69% and

RM SE(C M C−M M ,K)
C th (K)
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= 1.92%

RM SE(P M C ,K)
P th (K)

= 1.26% and

RM SE(P M C−M M ,K)
P th (K)

= 1.92%

This duality between the call and the put appears for every volatility and every strike. In
this situation, moment matching seems intuitively reliable, which defends the σ = 60% limit.
Our conclusion here is that we allow for amplitudes below 10% for the 10-year maturity. The
next paragraph explains how this allowance is used in practice to accept or reject an ESG.

Accepting or rejuecting an ESG
For this procedure, the martingale tests of the following assets are considered :
— Deflator
— Inflation
— Bond 10 years
— Property
— Equity
The maximal gap at 10-year maturity for every asset is called the "observed deviation" of
the ESG. If this observed deviation is below 10%, the ESG is accepted.
If not it is rejected and therefore not used for the estimation of loss-functions.
Formally, this procedure is the comparison of the observed deviation of a martingale test
with an acceptable level of standard deviation. The previous paragraph defined the notion of
"acceptable level", which is a standard deviation of 10% for the 10-year maturity. If the observed
deviation of an ESG is below this standard, the ESG is accepted, if not it is rejected.
This procedure is prudent in two ways :
— The maximal gap observed on the five most crucial assets is taken into account for the
criteria, meaning that if only one of these does not comply to it, the whole ESG is rejected ;
— The "amplitude" has been defined as a standard deviation, and not a percentile (which
would be roughly 1.5 or 2 times the standard deviation). Statistically, the standard deviation of a distribution is often exceeded by observations, but this choice is made to handle
the uncertainty underlying in the definition of "validity zone", which relies on a simplified
asset.

Results
The main outcome is that at 10-years projection time, for all stress levels and all processes
diffused no martingale test goes beyond the [90%, 110%] interval.
Furthermore, if we shrink the acceptance interval to [95%, 105%], martingale property is
maintained for the sample processes. When measuring the extremums over all scenarios, it is still
maintained except for rate level and volatility stresses.
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Risk Factor
Central
Equity Volatility
Rate level
Rate slope
Rate twist
Rate volatility
Inflation

Sample
Min
Max
100% 101%
100% 103%
99% 105%
100% 101%
100% 101%
100% 103%
100% 101%

All
Min
100%
100%
98%
100%
100%
94%
100%

Max
101 %
103 %
106 %
101 %
101 %
107 %
101 %

Focus on rate level and volatility stresses
When investigating more on the exceeding cells (orange cells), the exceeding are observed
only for the ultimate scenario for rate volatility stress and only for ultimate and 1 in 50 beneficial (106%) for rate level stress.
Comment
This threshold is not only the key to accept or reject and ESG. It is only linked to the martingale tests before moment matching. Additional tests are performed on replicating the inputs
swaption and equity options prices.
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